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Benchmarking Scoring (cont.)

Overall comments:
Website A:
University online application site is a dead link. Check "you" application status - "you" should be "your"
and the link is dead. Navigation interface is too sensitive; does not handle hovering cursor well; seems
weird to use; some sub-bars don't go away (for one of the testers).
Simple, not cluttered. Their content is far less than the other two sites. Only one program represented
but it is done cleanly and effectively.
No interactive features. How can they keep in touch? How can they blog on the site etc?
Hated the header on U of Cal @LA and I didn't like their Nav bar because I couldn't always get it to work
right.

Website B:
Don't like the quick links - takes up too much space that is needed by the main content - forces you to
scroll vertically too much - if it was not there, you wouldn't need to scroll so much. California Standards
page is particularly good.
Too much info on first page. Would do better with mission and vision statement. No interactive
features. How can they keep in touch? How can they blog on the site etc.?
SJSU's Nav bar wasn't nearly as fancy as UCLA's, but it worked.
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Benchmarking Scoring (cont.)
Website C:
"Error on page" shows on browser bottom left corner which indicates something is wrong in the HTML /
script code. College of Ed & SDSU links in the Nav bar are not needed there. Move them. COE should
open in new browser. Needs image on the homepage that immediately sets the tone. Possibly an image
of a person clearly in an educational leadership role or a "Principal" sign being put on an office door
that immediately tells the visitor: you can become this!
Currency problems: bottom of page does tell you when page was last updated but most are old dates;
CSU application help shows Fall 2006; Verification of Experience form is dated 2001; they really clue
you in to the deadline with the flashing red text; only accept applications for two months; should
remove after deadline unless taking them late or move the applications to an archive page.
No home button throughout. Home page is totally disorganized. No rhyme or rhythm to why the info is
there. Some of the links are not connected to info, some under construction. No interactive features.
How can they keep in touch? How can they blog on the site etc?
SDSU's Nav bar was fine, but too many broken links
SDSU site spells "Pre K12" three different ways on the home page. It shows, "PreK12", "PreK-12", and
pre-K-12"
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